movement milestones
Tracking your baby’s movements is an important way to check their health and development.
Remember, children develop at different rates, so there may be nothing to worry about.
However, if you have any concerns about your baby’s movements, see your GP.
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When laying on their front,
baby can briefly lift their head

When laying on their front, baby
can lift their head and move it
side to side – may also use arms
to push off of the ground

When laying on their front,
baby can lift their head
and chest

Can move hands to their
face and mouth

When laying on their back, baby
can move and wriggle their
arms and legs. As development
continues these movements
will become smoother

When laying on their back,
baby waves their arms and
kicks their legs

Startle reflex – when baby is
startled, such as a loud noise,
they throw out their arms out
and spread their fingers

Can briefly hold a toy that is
placed in their hands

Beginning to reach out for toys
and deliberately grasps and
holds items

Every baby is unique. This table illustrates typical development patterns and the exact age a baby may show these skills might differ.
Figure adapted from data in: Hadders-Algra, M. 2018, Cambs NHS, NCT, Healthy Children and Help Me Grow. 1-5
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